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I am especially pleased to welcome you,

our valued members, and readers to the

final issue of the CAB Bulletin for the

financial year 2019/2020. As this period

comes to an end on September 30, 2020,

I wish to take a look back at some of the

most important developments during this

particularly unique year. 

As is likely the case for businesses and

organisations worldwide, the

performance of the CAB over the past 12

months has largely been hinged on the

effectiveness of mitigation and

management strategies implemented in

response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Similar to many of our partners in the

region, we were quickly and

unexpectantly thrust into the novel arena

of working from home for several

months. 

In addition, as travel came to a near

complete halt, the delivery method of

many scheduled activities and initiatives

for the financial year 2019/2020 (which

would have traditionally taken on a face-

to-face format) had to be redesigned.

Though this resulted in the adoption of

different strategies and methods I wish

to commend the CAB Secretariat team

and Board for being extremely agile

during this period in refocusing our

efforts to ensure that most of the

objectives set out at the beginning of the

financial year were met. 

Over the financial year 2019/2020 the

CAB successfully onboarded five new

members. The facilitation of industry 

specific training and education continues

to be of high priority for the CAB. In this

vein, a total of five training sessions were

provided which focused on topics of

significant relevance to industry

participants and stakeholders such as

inter alia; cybersecurity and anti-money

laundering. I take this opportunity, to

thank you, our members, for the positive

engagement during these training

opportunities despite what we all

recognize to be unusual times. Your

feedback after each engagement

provided us with the necessary insight to

provide training that was tailored to your

expressed needs.

As the recognised voice for banks and

other financial institutions in the region,

the CAB engaged in numerous advocacy

initiatives in the form of webinars and

panel discussions. Given the

circumstances of present, there was

much discourse on the identified and

potential impacts and effects of the

COVID-19 pandemic on the region’s

financial services industry. In this regard,

the CAB’s contribution to the CARICOM

Secretariat “Special Session on the

COVID-19 Pandemic and the Services

sector" is to be highlighted.

Distinct mention is to be made of the

CAB’s participation in a high-level

dialogue with the United Nations Financial

Accountability and Transparency Panel

(UNFACTI). This was an especially

noteworthy occasion as members of the

CAB Directorate advocated on behalf of

the membership and brought heightened 

awareness on an international scale to

both the challenges and opportunities

unique to the Caribbean banking and

financial services industry. 

In the last month of the financial year,

the inaugural CAB Financial Literacy

Month was launched. This initiative falls

under the wider CAB Cares programme

and serves to sensitize individuals to

the importance of being financially

literate and making wise financial

decisions today for a better tomorrow.

Each week of activities during Financial

Literacy Month was specifically tailored

to a different audience thus ensuring

that every cross section of the public

was engaged. As the region’s industry

continues to evolve with specific

mention of the integration and use of

financial technology it is imperative

that the goal of financial inclusion for

all remains at the forefront. 

I continue to be encouraged by the

industry’s response to the

unanticipated challenges of recent

months and I look forward to deepening

existing relationships and forging new

ones in the upcoming financial year

2020/2021. I remain confident that with

continued collaboration and best

efforts, at the end of this crisis the

region’s industry will emerge more

resilient, more robust, and more agile

than ever before. 

Message from Wendy Delmar
CEO Caribbean Association of Banks Inc.
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as the effects of the pandemic continue to persist. In particular, the projected rebound of the tourism

industry which is a major contributor to the gross domestic product (GDP) of most Caribbean jurisdictions

continues to be suspended thus further dampening the economic outlook for the region.  In response to

these realities, the Eastern Caribbean Central Bank (ECCB) and the Eastern Caribbean Currency Union

(ECCU) Bankers’ Association have announced a twelve-month extension of the loan repayment deferral

programme. It is yet to be determined whether other bankers’ associations within the region will make

similar pronouncements. At this time, the CAB advocates for special consideration to be given to the

management of loan portfolios of customers who opted for the six -month moratoriums, many of whom

remain unable to meet their preexisting financial commitments. 

FEATURED STORIES

BEYOND MORATORIUMS – WHAT
NEXT?

THE FINCEN FILES

At the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, many

banks and financial institutions within the region

offered six-month loan repayment moratoriums

to customers in an effort to alleviate the effects

of the unanticipated and widespread loss of

income. As the end of the six-month period draws

near, conversations regarding “next steps” have

increased. There have been several downward

revisions to the economic forecast for the region  

The exploration into the contents of over 2,100

leaked documents from the United States

Department of Treasury’s Financial Crimes

Enforcement Network (FinCEN) has once again

raised concerns related to money laundering and

the financing of terrorism within the financial

services industry. Given the adverse and

potentially far reaching impacts associated with

these activities, the CAB implores members and

stakeholders of the region’s industry to remain

resolute in their commitment to always uphold

industry best standards and practices.
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DCASH AND SAND DOLLAR PILOTS
GOING FULL STEAM AHEAD

In 2019 both the Eastern Caribbean Central Bank

(ECCB) and the Central Bank of the Bahamas

announced their intentions to pilot digital versions

of their respective currencies. To date, there has

been substantial progress made in the pilot of the

digital version of the Eastern Caribbean dollar

(DCash) and the digital version of the Bahamian

dollar (Sand Dollar). These are exciting and

encouraging developments for the region’s financial  

services industry and exemplify the commitment of industry stakeholders to maximize the opportunities and

benefits of financial technology. It is anticipated, that at the end of successful pilots, the world’s first

central bank digital currency (CBDC) would have originated from within the Caribbean banking and financial

services industry. 

FEATURED STORIES
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CAB  F INANC IAL

L I TERACY  MONTH

In the month of September ,  the

CAB launched its inaugural “CAB

Financial Literacy Month” .  This

initiative which falls under the

wider CAB Cares programme ,

was developed to highlight the

importance of being financially

literate and to sensitize the

public to some of the most

pertinent developments in the

region ’s industry .  Over the

course of four weeks ,  the CAB

made available webinars ,  panel

discussions and thought

leadership pieces centred on

the theme Saving and
Investing Today for a Brighter
Tomorrow. 

CAB  LADY  LEADERSH IP

SER IES  AND  MENTORSH IP

PROGRAMME

The CAB is excited to present the Lady

Leadership Series and Mentorship Programme .

These initiatives fall under the wider CAB Cares

programme and were developed to cast a

spotlight on exemplary female leaders within

the region ’s banking and financial services

industry .

The Lady Leadership Series will take the form of

45-minute podcasts wherein female leaders

share their unique experiences in a traditionally

male dominated field and impart pearls of

wisdom to the future generation of female

leaders . Two podcasts will be aired monthly

over the period of six months beginning in

October 2020 .

In the month of January 2021 the mentorship

programme will be launched , these same Lady

Leaders (most of whom have confirmed their

willingness to give of their time as mentors)

will be afforded the opportunity to shape the

upcoming generation of leaders (male and

female). The intention is to create an

environment that facilitates personalised

mentorship of professionals within the region ’s

industry which supports career development

and personal growth .
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ADVOCACY EFFORTS

UNFACTI High Level Panel

On July 23, 2020, the CAB participated in a series of stakeholder consultations facilitated

by the United Nations High-Level Panel on Financial Accountability, Transparency and

Integrity for Achieving the 2030 Agenda (UNFACTI Panel). During the 75-minute dialogue,

members of the CAB Directorate led by Chairperson, Mr. Dalton Lee addressed panelists on

the issues and challenges affecting the industry while also highlighting the immense

potential within the region. The dialogue with the CAB will inform the findings of the

UNFACTI report on the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development

The CARICOM Secretariat convened a special session on the COVID -19 pandemic and the

services sector on Tuesday 11th August 2020. The CAB, represented by CEO Ms. Wendy

Delmar, presented on the impact of the pandemic on the region’s financial services

industry. While there have been considerable challenges as a result of the pandemic the

industry has remained agile and continues to effectively satisfy customer needs. Ms.

Delmar highlighted the robust response of the industry to date and charted the way forward

for the industry in a COVID-19 environment.
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CARICOM Secretariat “Special Session
on the COVID-19 Pandemic and the
Services sector”



YEAR IN 
REVIEW
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https://twitter.com/cabassoc?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/CABAssoc/
http://candw.lc/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/caribbean-association-of-banks
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXI-uZqKSwNBxpPMyGTW1xQ

